
MAXIMIZE YOUR 
HARVEST |
THE RELENTLESS ROBOMAX JD
POWERED BY A JOHN DEERE 6130M

This state of the art automatic sod harvester comes standard with This state of the art automatic sod harvester comes standard with 
4WD & traction control to tackle all conditions including tender 
and wet turf. The advanced electric Auto-steer makes micro 
adjustments while the hydraulic cutting head with adjustable down 
pressure makes precise cuts with consistent placement and 
proven automatic flap control. Combined with the patented 
Brouwer gripper head with squeeze function for fine tune stacking Brouwer gripper head with squeeze function for fine tune stacking 
adjustments, the RoboMax JD produces a clean pallet every time.
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AUTOMATIC SERIES



DELUXE CAB & EASY OPERATION |
FINGERTIP CONTROLS POWERED BY REFINED SOFTWARE. 

Highly maneuverable and easy to operate without sacrificing comfort, the RoboMax JD with streamlined cost-effective 
software and diagnostics is always ready when you need it. The deluxe climate controlled cab with fingertip controls 
has 360 cab lighting as well as LED conveyor and pilling area flood lights. To take your product to the next level, 
Brouwer also offers an optional powered brush kit for debris and clippings removal while the additional 
front ground roller option helps keep cutting pressure consistent in soft or tender soil conditions.  front ground roller option helps keep cutting pressure consistent in soft or tender soil conditions.  

| READY TO ROLL IN 
ANY CONDITION

REMOTE BROUWER TELEMATICS

Designed for easy maintenance and low OEM parts 
costs via our global dealer network, the RoboMax JD 

also takes advantage of Brouwer Telematics, 
allowing for remote diagnostics, updates, 

adjustments and monitoring utilizing adjustments and monitoring utilizing 
GSM/GPS communication. Less down time 
means you experience fewer interruptions 

in your harvesting production. 

10 PRESET STACK 
CONFIGURATIONS |
16”, 23” & 24“ CUTTING WIDTHS

The adjustable pallet injector can stack up to 18 pallets of 
various sizes and accommodate extra thick double-sided pallets. 
With adjustable stacking pressure, up to 5 rolls of turf are 
transferred to the rear mounted pallets and stacked in both flat or transferred to the rear mounted pallets and stacked in both flat or 
pyramid tops while the automatic flap control maintains roll & flap 
position. Pallets may be dropped on the go or easily backed out 
of the way of the cut line for multi-machine operations. 
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